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  Description Order No. Price in Euro
    excl. VAT*  

ABT Power 2,0 TDI 110 kW (150 HP), 340 Nm to approx. 132 kW (180 HP) 400 Nm
engine code: CXFA, for vehicles with manual and automatic gearbox

V3501020180CXFA/1 1.134,45 D

  2,0 TDI 110 kW (150 HP), 340 Nm to approx. 132 kW (180 HP) 400 Nm
engine code: CXHA, for vehicles with manual and automatic gearbox

V3501020180CXHA/1 1.134,45 D

  2,0 Bi-TDI 146 kW (199 HP), 450 Nm to approx. 166 kW (226 HP), *** +40 Nm
engine code: CXEC, only for vehicles with automatic
*** add on to the measured serial torque

V3501020226CXEC/1 2.058,82 D

  2,0 BiTDI from 150 kW (204 HP), 450 Nm to approx. 173 kW (235 HP), 490 Nm
engine code: CXEB, for manual and automatic gearbox

V350120235CXEB/1 2.058,82 D

assembly assembly per engine upgrade   240,00  

ABT Engine Technology

In some cases, a TÜV certificate is only available at a later date. Please inform yourself before the performance increase whether the TÜV certificate for your vehicle variant is already available.

Please check the already installed tires with regard to the speed release. If the tire is not released up to the specified maximum speed, appropriate tires must be installed as an alternative to the ABT Power performance upgrade.
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  Description Order No. Price in Euro
    excl. VAT*  

ABT Aerodynamics ABT - FRONT SKIRT ADD-ONS
material PUR / primed

7E008003110 885,71 C

  painting   496,64  

  partial painting   257,14  

  assembly   344,00  

  ABT - FRONT GRILLE ADD-ON
material ABS / black 
not suitable for transporter vehicles with a front bumper which includes the front grille (one connected part).

7E008003170 347,90 C

  painting   189,08  

  partial painting   189,03  

  assembly   171,00  

  ABT - SIDE SKIRTS LONG
VW Bus T5, T6 long wheelbase
material: PU-rim

7H0800102L 777,31 C

  painting   496,64  

  assembly   206,00  

  ABT - SIDE SKIRTS SHORT
VW T5, T6 short wheelbase
material: PU-rim

7H0800102 709,24 C

  painting   496,64  

  assembly   206,00  

ABT Aerodynamics
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ABT Aerodynamics ABT - REAR WING
material PUR-IHS / primed

7E008003140 406,72 C

  painting   342,86  

  assembly   171,00  

  PUNCTURE AID SYSTEM
consisting of:
- air compressor
- tyre sealant (700ml)

AN0RSS001 105,04  

  ABT - REAR SKIRT SET
consisting of:
- 7E008003130 ABT - rear skirt add-on, (material: PUR / primed)
- 7E002003100 ABT - rear muffler
for diesel and gasoline, FWD and 4motion

7E008003130-1 1.870,59 C

  painting   478,99  

  partial painting   257,14  

  assembly   615,00  

  ABT - FRONT GRILLE EMBLEM SET CHROME
mounting device incl. ABT-logo in chrome

AN8000270-1 30,64 C

ABT Aerodynamics
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ABT Aerodynamics ABT - FRONT GRILLE EMBLEM SET MATT BLACK
mounting device incl. ABT-logo in matt black

AN8000270-2 30,64 C

  ABT - FRONT GRILLE EMBLEM SET GLOSSY BLACK
mounting device incl. ABT-logo in glossy black

AN8000270-4 35,43 C

ABT Aerodynamics

ABT Aerodynamics products may imply restrictions and exclusions when mounted to series vehicles. You can find out about applying restrictions (not mountable on vehicle with/without S-line/R-line exterior package, coupling device etc.) in ABT Configurator, at

ABT partners or directly at ABT Sportsline.
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ABT wheel sets 
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black / diamond polished lip
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

FGRC2090452065GB-01 3.663,87 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

FGRC2090452065GB-1-01 3.663,87 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished 
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

FGRC2090452065MB-01 3.663,87 C

ABT complete wheel sets 
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black - incl. 275/35R20 
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

GRC2090452065GB12753501 4.974,79 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black / diamond polished lip - incl. 275/35R20 
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

GRC2090452065GB-27535-01 4.974,79 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished - incl. 275/35R20 
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

GRC2090452065MB-27535-01 4.974,79 C

ABT Sport Wheels
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ABT wheels 
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - RIM
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black / diamond polished lip
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

FGRC2090452065GB 915,97 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - RIM
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black 
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

FGRC2090452065GB-1 915,97 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/120 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 65,1 mm - cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished 
VW T6 and T6.1: not in combination with lowering kits (serial, ABT or other)

FGRC2090452065MB 915,97 C

ABT ventile ABT - VALVE CAPS
4 valve caps with ABT logo 

ANA000010 23,53 C

assembly assembly per ABT complete wheel set   53,75  

ABT Sport Wheels

FROM NOVEMBER 2014 ON ALL VEHICLES ARE EQUIPPED WITH A TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM.

1. Indirectly measuring tire pressure monitoring system: No sensors are needed in the rims, because the measurement is made via the tire circumference.

2. Directly measuring tire pressure monitoring system: The tire pressure monitoring sensors are installed directly in each wheel. Please indicate when ordering whether the vehicle has installed a directly or indirectly measuring system. With a directly measuring

system, additional costs are incurred due to the integration of the sensors.
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ABT suspension springs ABT - SUSPENSION SPRINGS
not suitable for vehicles with 20” wheels
FA-load: up to 1550 kg, RA-load: up to 1550 kg
Lowering FA ca. 40 mm / RA ca. 40 mm

7E005003010 321,01 C

  assembly incl. axle alignment   1.030,00  

  ABT - SUSPENSION SPRINGS
not suitable for vehicles with 20” wheels
FA-load: from 1551 kg - 1710 kg, RA-load: up to 1550 kg
Lowering FA ca. 40 mm / RA ca. 40 mm

7E005003020 321,01 C

  assembly incl. axle alignment   1.030,00  

  ABT - SUSPENSION SPRINGS
not suitable for vehicles with 20” wheels
FA-load: up to 1550 kg, RA-load: from 1551 kg up to 1720 kg
Lowering FA ca. 40 mm / RA ca. 40 mm

7E005003030 321,01 C

  assembly incl. axle alignment   1.030,00  

  ABT - SUSPENSION SPRINGS
not suitable for vehicles with 20” wheels
FA-load: from 1551 kg up to 1710 kg, RA-load: from 1551 kg up to 1720 kg
Lowering FA ca. 40 mm / RA ca. 40 mm

7E005003040 321,01 C

  assembly incl. axle alignment   1.030,00  

ABT Suspension
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ABT height adjustable suspension BILSTEIN - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION KIT
suitable for vehicles with FWD and AWD
for Fahrzeuge with strut clamp on the front axle (T30)
not suitable for vehicles with DCC, or with equipment version 1BH, heavy duty chassis or with 20” wheels
up to front axle load 1710 kg, rear axle load 1720 kg
Lowering: FA: approx. 40-70mm RA: approx. 40-70mm

7E005003210 1.473,11 E

  assembly incl. axle alignment   1.030,00  

  BILSTEIN - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION KIT
suitable for vehicles with equipment version 1BH, heavy duty chassis, FWD and AWD
or for vehicles with clamp fastening on the front axle (T32)
not suitable for vehicles with DCC or 20" wheels
up to front axle load 1710 kg, rear axle load 1720 kg
Lowering: FA: approx. 40-70mm RA: approx. 40-70mm

7E005003220 1.473,11 E

  assembly incl. axle alignment   1.030,00  

ABT Suspension

ABT Suspension products may imply restrictions when mounted. You can find about applying restrictions (lesser lowering of suspension setting on vehicles with sport suspension ex factory or no mounting on vehicles with certain features etc.) in ABT

Configurator, at ABT partners or directly at ABT Sportsline.

It is possible that additional costs occur when mounting ABT Suspension products. These costs are not implied with the general assembly costs. Current manufacturer instructions have to be followed.
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ABT exhaust technology ABT - SUPPLEMENTARY BRACKET
Supplementary bracket for transporter and Multivan with long wheel base

7H0200104 52,94  

  ABT - REAR SKIRT SET
consisting of:
- 7E008003130 ABT - rear skirt add-on, (material: PUR / primed)
- 7E002003100 ABT - rear muffler
for diesel and gasoline, FWD and 4motion

7E008003130-1 1.870,59 C

  painting   478,99  

  partial painting   257,14  

  assembly   615,00  

ABT Exhaust Technology

ABT rear apron sets may imply restrictions and exclusions when mounted to series vehicles. You can find out about applying restrictions (not mountable on vehicle with/without S-line/R-line exterior package, coupling device etc.) in ABT Configurator, at ABT

partners or directly at ABT Sportsline.
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